
Introduction

CSA is an underground copper mine located in Cobar, central western 

New South Wales. CSA is operated by Cobar Management Pty Ltd, 

a wholly owned Australian subsidiary of Glencore International plc 
Switzerland.

CSA produces over 1.1 million tonnes of copper ore and produces 

in excess of 185,000 tonnes of copper concentrate per annum. 

The concentrate contains approximately 29% copper metal and is 

exported to smelters in India, China and South East Asia.

Operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week, CSA provides direct 
employment for over 300 people, the majority of whom are based in 

the local township of Cobar.

CSA is currently undertaking a multi-million dollar shaft extension 
project, as well as various other projects that will significantly increase 
the life of the mine and reduce mining costs.

CSA’s management is committed to creating a safe working 
environment for everyone who enters the site and operating to the 
highest safety standards. 
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The Solution

CSA’s Mine Manager had previously used MICROMINE’s award-
winning mine control and management reporting solution, Pitram, 
at another mine site. His experience with Pitram was very positive, 
and as a consequence he was confident the solution would help 
achieve the company’s outlined reporting objectives and introduce 
operational improvements.

After ‘selling’ the solution to CSA’s key stakeholders, Pitram was 
implemented in August 2012. The implementation took three 
months to complete and was managed by MICROMINE’s Pitram 

technical experts who ensured that it was operating correctly and 
to its optimum capacity. CSA was happy with the level of post-sale 
installation support provided by MICROMINE.

Pitram records, manages and processes mine site data related to 

equipment, personnel, location and materials in real-time. Pitram 
provides an up-to-date overall view of the current mine status and 
increases clients’ control over their operations. 

CSA management realised that greater control would allow the 

operation to increase production, reduce costs, and improve safety 
and business intelligence capabilities.

To capture real-time events, CSA utilises Pitram’s Data Acquisition 
module. Operators underground radio information related to all 
underground activities to a central environment, referred to as the 
Control Room. The Control Room operator records all events into Data 
Acquisition. Pitram then processes the information into meaningful 

reports for analysis. 

Clients can schedule daily 

reports and format those 

reports according to 

their needs, ensuring the 

information provided to key 
stakeholders is both timely 
and customised.

At CSA Pitram monitors 

materials, all underground 

staff, and 436 equipment 
units, including mobile and 

fixed plant. To ensure that 
Pitram was being utilised 
to its maximum capacity and optimising the company’s return on its 
software investment, correct utilisation of the solution by personnel 
was deemed by management as a priority.

Effective voice communication
CSA’s Mining Projects and Contracts Superintendent, Sheldon 

Wilson, explains “To ensure the solution’s effectiveness and to help 
manage high voice traffic, CSA has introduced rules related to voice 
communication and Pitram. CSA has dedicated a radio channel 
specifically to Pitram. Only information related to the solution can 
be communicated over this channel. All other information must be 
communicated over other relevant channels.”

CSA’s operators radio information related 
to all underground activities to the site’s 
Control Room for monitoring

The Issue

After much consideration, CSA’s management team realised the site’s 
reporting system needed to be improved. 

Shift information was recorded by operators within Excel spreadsheets 
at the end of every shift. This reporting system resulted in inaccuracies 
due to human error, and production inefficiencies, as both operators 
and supervisors were spending too much time on administrative tasks.

Additionally, key personnel didn’t have a means of clearly identifying 
trends and seeing whether Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

were being met. Therefore, they didn’t have any way of identifying 
improvement opportunities. 

The decision was made to introduce a third-party software  
application which would help the site improve its reporting 
capabilities. A sophisticated reporting system would provide key 
personnel with greater control over the operation. It would also allow 
CSA to identify improvement opportunities, and reduce the amount 
of time personnel spent on administration, therefore increasing 
production and reducing costs.



“To ensure the information communicated by underground operators 
can be easily interpreted by the Control Room operator and that the 

operator is confident about what information to communicate to  
the Control Room, MICROMINE has provided Pitram call cards.  

The call cards stipulate what information should be communicated  
by operators in particular situations.”

“Additionally, Control Room operators are situated in an isolated 
Control Room away from noise and distractions. This isolation ensures 
they can clearly hear the operator underground communicating 
information related to the shift.”

“During every shift one Control Room operator must be running 
Pitram at all times. This ensures information from underground is 
never missed and that it is always accurately recorded.” 

Using Pitram’s Event Editor module, CSA’s Control Room operators 

can edit information that has been entered into Pitram. This flexibility 
helps to further validate the integrity of the site’s data and ensure 

that any incorrect information entered into Pitram is amended.  
Event Editor is a window to the Pitram database which presents a 

collection of time stamped events that occurred throughout the 
mining operation on a particular day, during a particular shift. 

Onsite acceptance
Wilson adds, “To guarantee Pitram was well received by personnel, 

CSA’s management began discussing the solution and its benefits 
with staff a long time before it was implemented. By the time it was 
introduced, staff were excited about the solution, and eager to see 

how it could assist them and enhance their productivity levels.  
There was very little onsite resistance to the solution.” 

“MICROMINE provided us with the tools to introduce Pitram 

effectively and ensure cultural acceptance amongst staff.”

Onsite acceptance is important not only amongst CSA’s permanent 

staff, but contractors too. When contractors first arrive at the mine, 
Pitram training is provided as part of their induction. Contractors are 
provided an overview of the solution and its benefits, and are given 
a tour of the Control Room. This overview ensures contractors are 

aware of Pitram’s significance at CSA.

Key reports
Pitram produces many reports related to equipment and staff 
performance levels. The most important reports at CSA relate to key 
production equipment measures and downtime. 

Using these reports, management can see what equipment units are 

performing and which ones are underperforming. Management can 

also analyse the reports to identify trends, and the reasons behind 
those trends. Using this information, management can introduce 
measures to increase performance levels and ensure KPIs are being 

adhered to.

Pitram’s reports have also been very useful for identifying equipment 
downtime. Pitram users can see what equipment is down, why it 
is down, and how long it has been down for. This vital information 
is essential to ensuring production levels aren’t compromised by 
inactive and idle equipment.
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The Outcome
Since Pitram’s recent implementation at CSA, the solution’s 
sophisticated reports have increased management’s understanding 
of underground mine activities. Through improved communication 
and accurate shift data, key personnel can now effectively track 
equipment, personnel and materials in real-time. 

Wilson comments “Using Pitram’s in-depth reports, management  
can identify trends and improvement opportunities. The provision  
of real-time information means that informed decisions can be made 
as an event is happening underground.”

“Additionally, Pitram is helping CSA to achieve its objective of reducing 
the amount of time operators and supervisors have to dedicate to 
administration, allowing staff to concentrate on specific tasks and 
increasing operational efficiencies.”

Improved safety
“The safety of all employees and onsite visitors is a major focus at 

CSA. Pitram has strengthened CSA’s existing safety initiatives and 
further increased the safety of all personnel within the underground 

environment.” 

“Pitram constantly monitors all underground operators and 

equipment, and conveys the location of personnel to the Control 
Room operator. Therefore, in the case of an emergency, the Control 

Room can direct underground operators to the nearest evacuation 
point. A mock emergency situation recently held at the mine proved 
Pitram’s safety capabilities and benefits.”

“Also, Pitram provides lone underground operators a reminder every 

two hours to call the Control Room. This ensures the operator is in 

constant communication with the Control Room, above ground,” 
Wilson concludes.

Future plans for Pitram
Pitram is currently capturing information well at CSA. CSA is 
investigating ways it can further maximise the solution’s impact 
by extracting more in-depth data related to the operation. CSA 
management is currently determining what additional information  
it requires, and how the site is going to extract that information  
from the solution. 
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